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Abstract — With the present trend towards smart grid and integrated energy systems, the potential benefits achieved by developing integrated planning and operation solutions crossing multiple energy sectors become recently recognizable. This paper investigates the problem of optimal planning for a large-scale heat pump (HP) - a component that links electric and heat utilities together, from an integrated perspective. The proposed method assures an optimal system design with the minimum expense on both capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expense (OPEX) for the heat network and the electrical network, given that the optional HP locations are already provided together with other technical and economic information needed for executing the planning exercise. The operational flexibility of the HP, i.e., the ability of reducing its electricity consumption from time to time, is also integrated into the planning method. The value of the proposed solution is demonstrated throughout a case study that resembles a live planning exercise conducted for a green field area in Denmark.

Index Terms — Flexibility, heat pump, integrated energy system, integrated planning, heat and power networks

I. INTRODUCTION

The increased focus on the efficiency in the energy sectors and CO2 emission reduction in the recent years bring attention toward an integrated energy system (IES) [1], [2]. IES is the system comprising of multiple energy sectors, such as electricity, heat, transportation and gas. Ideally, an IES can be optimized for a performance as a whole system using synergies between the sectors for the common benefits at both planning and operation stages [3], [4].

The integration between electricity sector and heat sector has been recently recognized as a prominent example for creating add-on values for both sectors, enabled by the fact that the two sectors have been loosely interconnected for many years through a variety of technologies, such as combined heat and power generation (CHP), electric heat pump (HP) and boiler [5], [6]. Together with the significant energy storage potential in the heat sector, the value of these electric heating solutions have been widely demonstrated to address challenges such as power balancing [7] and congestion management [8] in the electricity sector and to facilitate the development of the heat sector towards a better system, e.g. the 4th generation of district heating (DH) [9].

Among several technologies that can transform electrical power to heat, HP is the one that draws the most of attention due to its supreme operational characteristics and potential benefits it could bring to the system [10]. In countries like Denmark with widespread use of DH systems and CHPs, using large-scale HP for DH can supplement or even to certain level replace the existing DH solution [11]. In early 2018, Denmark is set to support 13 large HP projects with DKK23m ($3.7m) in funding [12]. To ensure the deployment of HPs can result in a maximum societal benefit, i.e., the total benefit achieved by the involved stakeholders in different energy sectors, developing optimal planning solutions from an integrated perspective is significantly necessary.

At present, the common practice of large-scale HP planning is an exercise that involves a limited degree of collaboration between the two energy bodies, i.e., the district heating operator (DHO) and the electricity distribution grid operator (DSO). This exercise is often initiated by the DHO who produces a plan for siting and sizing of the HP with little consideration of its impacts on the electrical network, and followed by the DSO who provides a connection plan with little influence on the heat system planning. An early work conducted in [13] investigated this issue by proposing an integrated planning method, and demonstrated its value in achieving a more economic solutions when the two bodies work collaboratively.

This paper extends the method proposed in [13] by giving much more elaboration on the integrated planning method and by including the flexibility potential (i.e., the ability of the HP reducing its electricity consumption from time to time) into the integrated optimal planning. Provided all relevant information is accessible, the proposed method assures an optimal system design with the minimum expense on both capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expense (OPEX) for the heat network and the electrical network.

The validity of the proposed solution is demonstrated throughout a case study that resembles a live planning exercise conducted for an urban green field area in Denmark. A large-scale HP, as the single heat source for this area, is to be deployed to meet the end users heat demand through a heat network with an optimal layout. Several potential locations are already provided, and each location has a preferable HP - a component that links electric and heat utilities — with little influence on the heat system planning. An early work conducted in [13] investigated this issue by proposing an integrated planning method, and demonstrated its value in achieving a more economic solutions when the two bodies work collaboratively.

This paper extends the method proposed in [13] by giving much more elaboration on the integrated planning method and by including the flexibility potential (i.e., the ability of the HP reducing its electricity consumption from time to time) into the integrated optimal planning. Provided all relevant information is accessible, the proposed method assures an optimal system design with the minimum expense on both capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expense (OPEX) for the heat network and the electrical network.

The validity of the proposed solution is demonstrated throughout a case study that resembles a live planning exercise conducted for an urban green field area in Denmark. A large-scale HP, as the single heat source for this area, is to be deployed to meet the end users heat demand through a heat network with an optimal layout. Several potential locations are already provided, and each location has a preferable HP - a component that links electric and heat utilities — with little influence on the heat system planning. An early work conducted in [13] investigated this issue by proposing an integrated planning method, and demonstrated its value in achieving a more economic solutions when the two bodies work collaboratively.
performed. Sections III, IV describe the methodology used for heat and electrical network planning respectively, with Section V explaining the calculations of the economical parameters. The case study is presented in Section VI, with results given in Section VII. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The flowchart showing the proposed methodology is given on Fig. 1.

The problem solved by this study is about optimal sitting and sizing of a large HP in a view of integrated energy networks. In practice, the number of scenarios that has to be considered is not high because of the constraining factors like landscape, availability of different kinds of heat sources and the economy.

The problem is formulated as a trilevel optimization. First level is the heat system planning. It is formulated as a linear integer optimization with the connectivity and pipe sizes as decision variables. The lookup table is used to check for the pressure constraint. Only CAPEX cost is considered on that stage.

Electrical system planning represents a second level. It is a linear integer optimization that is solved by brute force search due to the limited number of scenarios. The decision variables are the size of electrical cables and the connection point to the existing electrical grid. The constraints are the voltage and maximum apparent power, that are checked after the best solution is found. Similar to the first level, only CAPEX of the electric utility is considered.

The third level is an optimization of both CAPEX and OPEX for both utilities combined, which is solved by brute force.

III. HEAT SYSTEM PLANNING

This section describes the methodology concerning heat system planning used in studying this problem.

To successfully execute the project of supplying heating to the city district via HP, DHO needs to estimate the heat demand, evaluate and select several potential locations for HP installation, determine the pipe network configuration, pipe lengths and diameters and calculate the heat losses. After all these parameters are obtained, the electrical capacity needed to run a HP can be identified. The methodology for acquiring all these parameters is shown in the subsection.

A. Estimation of heat demand

Typical city district mainly consists of buildings belonging to either residential or commercial (office) customer categories, which could be characterised among other things by their demand for space heating (SP) and domestic hot water (DHW). Fig. 2 shows the example of monthly energy demand to provide SP and DHW to an apartment block in Copenhagen (data is extrapolated from [14]). Energy demand profiles for other building types show similar trend with high demand in the fall and winter months and with low demand in spring and summer. This is mainly due to the changes in the SP needs, while DHW demand can be considered almost constant throughout the year. The exact amount of required energy for SP depends on a climate, insulation type and building location (sunny side or not, etc.) [15].

If HP is assumed to be the only source of heat for the urban district, its capacity should be able to fully cover the peak heat demand plus heat losses. Using the historic time-series data of the heat demand for the buildings of similar type as should be supplied allows to forecast the peak heat demand with good precision. However, such data may not always be available, so monthly averaged heat demand shown on Fig. 2 can be used instead. The peak-to-average ratio is used to estimate the peak value for each month.

Diversity factor $DF$ is used to take into account, that not all of the buildings require heat at any given time.
The forecasted peak demand for the heat load is then calculated as follows:

\[
Q_{\text{heat,peak}} = \max\{DF \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{r} N_j S_j \frac{E_{ij}}{H_i} PTA_{ij}\},
\]

(1)

where \( Q_{\text{heat,peak}} \) - peak demand, [W]; \( DF \) - diversity factor; \( i \) - month, \( n \) - number of months with available data; \( j \) - building type, \( r \) - number of building types; \( N_j \) - number of buildings of certain type, \( S_j \) - size of a heated area for a specific building type, [m²]; \( E_{ij} \) - average monthly heat demand, [Wh/m²]; \( H_i \) - number of hours in each month; \( PTA \) - peak-to-average ratio.

The amount of energy DHO should provide during a year:

\[
E_{\text{heat,year}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{r} N_j S_j E_{ij},
\]

(2)

where \( E_{\text{heat,year}} \) - total energy required for heating, [Wh].

B. Selecting installation location of HP

The locations for installing HP are traditionally determined by DHO after comprehensive techno-economic analysis. One of the main factors is the availability of the heat source (groundwater, seawater, air, exhaust heat, etc.), which could be easily extracted without the need for expensive engineering procedures. Due to the high building density in the urban areas, finding an available place that is large enough for installation and respecting all the safety regulations is another concern. Third desired criteria is the proximity to the heat customers to decrease the total length of the pipe network. Combining these three factors together result in a very limited number of possible locations for HP installation.

In this paper, the installation location is considered to affect coefficient of performance (COP) of HP, due to the different heat source utilized at each spot. It will also influence the heat losses, which are dependant on pipe network length among other factors as will be shown below.

C. Designing DH pipe network

Design pipe network for DH represents an optimization (minimization) problem with several parameters that have to be determined. First, the pipe network layout have to be established, which determines how to connect HP with customers. After this, the flow rate is calculated and used to select appropriate pipes diameter to be able to supply the peak heat demand from Eq. (1). The goal is to achieve the least cost solution, while satisfying the constraint for allowable pressure drop [16]. The decision variables are length and diameter of the pipes. The optimization problem can be expressed as follows:

\[
\min \sum C_{\text{pipe,ft}} = f(l_{\text{pipe,ft},d_{\text{pipe,ft}}}),
\]

s.t. \( \Delta Pr \leq \Delta Pr_{\text{max}} \),

(3)

(4)

where \( C_{\text{pipe}} \) - cost of the pipe, [$]; \( f, t \) - from and to nodes of the heating network respectively; \( l_{\text{pipe}} \) - length of the pipe, [m]; \( d_{\text{pipe}} \) - pipe inner diameter, [m]; \( \Delta Pr \) - pressure drop, [Pa/m]; \( \Delta Pr_{\text{max}} \) - maximum allowable pressure drop, [Pa/m].

The pipe diameter is selected according to the volume of the water flow \( V_{\text{max}} \) that should go through it. \( V_{\text{max}} \) can be calculated as shown below [16]:

\[
V_{\text{flow,max}} = \frac{Q_{\text{pipe,peak}}}{c_p(T_{\text{supply}}-T_{\text{return}})},
\]

(5)

where \( V_{\text{flow,max}} \) - volume of the water flow, [m³/s]; \( k \) - pipe number; \( Q_{\text{pipe,peak}} \) - peak demand for a particular pipe, calculated using Eq. (1) [W]; \( c_p \) - heat capacity of water, [J/kgK]; \( \rho \) - density of water, [kg/m³]; \( T_{\text{supply}}, T_{\text{return}} \) - average supply and return temperature respectively, [°C].

D. Calculation of the heat losses

Heat losses is an important parameter that will affect HP OPEX and influence the amount of required electric power HP is using. Heat losses are dependant on the supply and return temperatures of the water, the temperature of the surroundings around the pipe, the pipe’s material, length and diameter. To estimate annual heat losses Eq. (6) is used [17]:

\[
E_{\text{heat,loss,year}} = 2 \pi D_a L_{\text{pipe}} K \cdot G,
\]

(6)

where \( E_{\text{heat,loss,year}} \) - annual heat losses, [Wh]; \( D_a \) - average inner diameter of the pipes in the network, [m]; \( L \) - network route length of the pipe system, [m]; \( K \) - average heat transmission coefficient, [W/m²K]; \( G \) - coefficient showing annual integration of the average distribution temperature difference, [°C].

Average pipe inner diameter \( D_a \) is calculated:

\[
D_a = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{p} d_{\text{pipe,ft}}}{p},
\]

(7)

where \( p \) - total number of pipes.
Network route length $L$:

$$L_{pipe} = \sum_{k=1}^{p} l_{pipe,k}, \quad (8)$$

Average heat transmission coefficient $K$ depends on the insulation materials of the pipes and their inner diameter. Typically higher values of $K$ correspond to the high-quality pipes. $K$ for the whole network lies in the following range:

$$0.1088 \cdot D_a^{-0.619} \leq K \leq 0.7676 \cdot D_a^{-0.341}, \quad (9)$$

Coefficient $G$:

$$G = \frac{1}{2}(T_{supply} + T_{return}) - T_{surround} \cdot h_{heat}, \quad (10)$$

where $T_{surround}$ - average surroundings temperature, [°C]; $h_{heat}$ - number of heating hours in a year, [h].

Relative losses $q_{loss,relative}$ are used as an average estimation of the heat losses, that occur at any certain point in time:

$$q_{loss,relative} = \frac{1}{(1 + \frac{T_{heating,year}}{T_{heating,loss,year}})} \cdot 100, \quad (11)$$

where $q_{loss,relative}$ - relative heat losses.

### E. Determining electrical capacity of HP

Knowing the forecasted maximum heat demand $Q_{heat,peak}$ and relative heat losses $q_{loss,relative}$, the required electrical capacity for running HP can be estimated using Eq. [12] [13]:

$$P_{HP} = \frac{Q_{heat,peak} \cdot (1 + \frac{q_{loss,relative}}{100})}{COP_{avg}}, \quad (12)$$

where $P_{HP}$ - electrical capacity of HP, [W]; $COP_{avg}$ - average coefficient of performance.

COP of a HP is changing throughout the year, therefore the average COP is used to calculate the electrical capacity. Typical COP for different heat sources is: seawater - 3.59, groundwater - 3.41, air - 3.52 [19]. Different heat sources and therefore different values of COP are considered in the planning process.

### IV. Electrical system planning

This section describes the methodology concerning electrical system planning used in studying this problem.

After $P_{HP}$ has been estimated, DSO's task is to provide the required capacity. It is done by selecting the proper electrical cable and performing power flow calculations to find a proper connection spot, that will not cause any disturbance to the nearby electrical customers and the distribution network in general.

#### A. Selection of supplying cable

The supplying cable will carry the power from the connection point to the HP. The full (apparent) power should be used for cable selection.

Additional reactive power required to run HP can be calculated as follows:

$$Q_{HP} = \frac{P_{HP}}{PF} \cdot \sin(\arccos(PF)), \quad (13)$$

where $Q_{HP}$ - reactive power needed to run HP, [VAR]; $PF$ - power factor.

The full apparent power required by HP is found according to Eq. [14]

$$S_{HP} = \sqrt{P_{HP}^2 + Q_{HP}^2} \quad (14)$$

where $S_{HP}$ - apparent power of HP, [VA].

Cable’s capacity is chosen according to:

$$S_{cable,rated} \geq \frac{S_{HP} \cdot RM, \quad (15)}{}$$

where $S_{cable,rated}$ - rated electrical capacity of cable, [VA]; $RM$ - reserve margin, coefficient taking into account uncertainty regarding maximum HP power consumption.

#### B. Selection of the connection point

Depending on the electrical capacity of HP, there could be various ways to connect it to the electrical distribution system. It could be connected to one of the already existed secondary substations (low $P_{HP}$), have an individual substation connected to the common feeder (medium $P_{HP}$) or have a dedicated direct connection from the main substation (high $P_{HP}$). Similar with the case of DHO heat network design, selection of the connection point for the DSO is an optimization problem:

$$\min \quad C_{cable,HP} + C_{additional}, \quad (16)$$

s.t. $V_{min} \leq V \leq V_{max}, \quad \forall \ f_{t}$

$$S_{ft} \leq S_{cable,rated}, \quad \forall \ f_{t} \quad (17)$$

where $C_{cable,HP}$ - cost of the cable for HP, [S]; $C_{additional}$ - cost of additional equipment, like transformer substation or reinforced cable needed to connect HP [S]; $V_{min}$ and $V_{max}$ - minimal and maximum allowable voltage range, [V]; $f_{t}$ - from and to nodes of the electrical network respectively; $S_{ft}$ - apparent power through cable, [VA].

Cost of cable among other parameter is related to its length and cross-section:

$$C_{cable,ft} = f(l_{cable,ft}, J_{cable,ft}), \quad (19)$$

where $l_{cable}$ - length of the cable, [m]; $J_{cable}$ - cable cross-section, [mm²].

As would be explained below it is possible for DSO to reduce the additional cost for connecting HP, if flexibility services from HP could be contracted and therefore:

$$C_{additional} = f(\sum_{PL=1}^{flexibility,year,PL}), \quad (20)$$
where $PL$ - year in the planning horizon, [year], $PL_{\text{max}}$ - total number of years in the planning horizon, [year]; $C_{\text{flexibility,year}}$ - cost of flexibility services for one year, [$].

C. Power flow analysis

In order to verify that connection of the HP does not bring any disturbance to the current customers in electrical network the power flow analysis is made. The goal is to find values of voltages and active and reactive power at each node in the system. This can be done using Newton-Raphson iterative method and Eq. 21-23 [20]:

\[
V_f^{(m+1)} = \frac{P_f^{(m)} - jQ_f^{(m)}}{Y_f} - \sum_{i \in f} Y_{fi} V_i^{(m)},
\]

\[
P_{f}^{(m+1)} = R(V_f^{(m)} V_f^{(m)*}) + \sum_{i \in f} Y_{fi} P_i^{(m)},
\]

\[
Q_{f}^{(m+1)} = -j(V_f^{(m)} V_f^{(m)*}) + \sum_{i \in f} Y_{fi} Q_i^{(m)},
\]

where $V_f$ and $V_{f}^{*}$ - complex voltage at node f and its complex conjugate, respectively, [V]; $V_i$ - complex voltage at node t, [V]; $m$ - iteration number; $E_{f}^{\text{act}}$ and $Q_{f}^{\text{act}}$ - net active [W] and reactive [Var] power, respectively; $P_f$ and $Q_f$ - active [W] and reactive [Var] power flow through cable, respectively; $Y_{fi}$ and $Y_{fi}$ - elements of the bus admittance matrix.

The solution of the power flow equations is an iterative process, which is completed, when the difference between the current and the previous iteration is less than specified threshold. Various software programs exist for calculating the power flow, providing the network parameters and values of electrical loads are given.

Voltage $V_f$ in the distribution grid should respect the constraint [17] and be within the range of 0.95 pu to 1.1 pu [21]. Apparent power $S_f$ flowing through each cable is calculated using Eq. 14 and should be in line with constraint [18].

D. Estimation of electrical losses

According to [20] electrical losses at a specific time moment can be determined as follows:

\[
S_{el,loss,z} = S_{ft} + S_{ff},
\]

where $S_{el,loss}$ - electrical loss, [VA]; $z$ - cable number.

Annual electrical losses:

\[
E_{el,loss,year} = \sum_{z=1}^{h_d} \sum_{h=1}^{h_d} S_{el,loss,zh},
\]

where $E_{el,loss,year}$ - annual electrical losses, [VAh]; $h_d$ - hour number; $h_{max}$ - number of hours, when HP is supplied with power, [h].

V. Economic calculations

This section describes the economic calculations for determining the optimal location of the HP. CAPEX represents the capital investments that are required before HP becomes operational. CAPEX include the cost of HP, cost of the installation, the cost of heat network and electrical connection. Operational costs such as electricity cost, costs of heat and electrical losses, and maintenance are included in OPEX. OPEX depends on the actual number of hours HP is operational.

A. CAPEX

Total investments are calculated according to Eq. 26:

\[
\text{CAPEX}_{\text{total}} = \text{CAPEX}_{el} + \text{CAPEX}_{heat},
\]

where $\text{CAPEX}_{\text{total}}$ - total investments of both DSO and DHO, [$]; $\text{CAPEX}_{el}$ and $\text{CAPEX}_{heat}$ - investments of electric and heating utility respectively, [$].$

\[
\text{CAPEX}_{el} = C_{\text{cable,HP}} + C_{\text{additional}} + C_{el,inst},
\]

\[
\text{CAPEX}_{heat} = C_{HP} + C_{heat,inst} + \sum C_{\text{pipe,fi}},
\]

where $C_{HP}$ - cost of HP unit, [$]; $C_{el,inst}$ and $C_{heat,inst}$ - installation cost in the electrical and heat network respectively, [$].$

B. OPEX

Similar to CAPEX total operational costs consist of an electrical and heat part:

\[
\text{OPEX}_{\text{total}} = \text{OPEX}_{el} + \text{OPEX}_{heat},
\]

where $\text{OPEX}_{\text{total}}$ - total operational costs of both DSO and DHO, [$]; $\text{OPEX}_{el}$ and $\text{OPEX}_{heat}$ - operational costs of electric and heating utility respectively, [$].$

While CAPEX is the amount of investments that has to be spent immediately, OPEX represents the expenses made over the planning horizon. To be able to compare both economic indicators, the future values of OPEX are recalculated to the present values using the annuity formula:

\[
\text{OPEX}_{el} = \sum_{PL=1}^{PL_{\text{max}}} \left( \frac{C_{el,price,avg,PL} \cdot E_{el,loss,year,PL}}{(1 + r)^{PL}} \right) + \frac{C_{\text{flexibility,year,PL}}}{(1 + r)^{PL}},
\]

where $C_{el,price,DSO,avg}$ - average price for electricity for DSO, [$]; $r$ - discount rate.

Before calculating $\text{OPEX}_{heat}$, annual heat demand and annual heat losses should be converted to electrical power values by using Eq. 31:

\[
E_{heat,year} = \frac{E_{heat,year}}{COP_{avg}}.
\]
where \( E_{\text{h},\text{year}} \) - energy demand converted from heat to electrical (hte), [Wh].

\[
OPEX_{\text{heat}} = \sum_{PL=1}^{PL_{\text{max}}} \left( \frac{C_{\text{el,price, HSO,avg,PL}} \cdot (E_{\text{h},\text{year,PL}})}{(1 + r)^{PL}} \right) + \frac{E_{\text{h},\text{loss,year,PL}}}{(1 + r)^{PL}},
\]

(32)

where \( C_{\text{el,price, DSO,avg}} \) - average price for electricity for HSO, [$].

C. Estimating the cost of flexibility

As was mentioned in the introduction, the reason to move towards IES is the potential synergies between various energy sectors. In case the additional cost for connection the HP to electrical network \( C_{\text{additional}} \) becomes very high, due to the need to reinforce the main cable, build or expand a secondary substation, DSO could try to contract the DR services from this HP. Such services will mainly include peak reduction or load shifting during the peak demand hours of the electrical distribution system [22]. By incorporating the smart control of HP, monitoring customers indoor temperature and using methods for demand anticipation, DR services for electrical grid could be provided without compromising the heat customers comfort levels. In addition to that, it is assumed that DHO installs heat storage tank together with the source of DH [23]–[25].

The cost of using flexibility services from HP is difficult to establish due to the uncertainty in the amount of services that would be needed. One of the way to estimate the cost is using Eq. 33

\[
C_{\text{flexibility, year}} = \sum_{T=1}^{T_{\text{max}}} P_{\text{reduction,avg,T}} \cdot D_T \cdot C_{\text{avg,T}} + C_{\text{frequency}},
\]

(33)

where \( T \) - period of using flexibility (period consists of consecutive hours) within one year; \( T_{\text{max}} \) - maximum number of periods; \( P_{\text{reduction,avg,T}} \) - average peak reduction during period \( T \), [W]; \( D_T \) - duration of a period \( T \), [h]; \( C_{\text{avg,T}} \) - average price for the period \( T \), [C]; \( C_{\text{frequency}} \) - additional cost, depending on how often the flexibility services were used, [C]; \( f(T_{\text{max}}) \) - weighting factors for electrical and heat utilities, respectively, \( w \in [0, 1] \).

To estimate the cost of flexibility, DSO should identify the periods \( T \), when such services could be required and the amount of power \( P_{\text{reduction}} \), that have to be reduced. The concept is shown on Fig. 3.

To be able to build the demand curves depicted on Fig. 3 a reliable forecast based on historical data from the area is required. The cost for each period depends on the amount of power reduced, period’s duration and the time of day when the service is activated. To simplify the calculations, the average values are used in Eq. 33.

D. Objective function

In the IES the interest of all stakeholders need to be taken into consideration. In case of integrated electric and heat networks, this could be accomplished by optimizing the expenses of both DSO and DHO as shown in the following expression:

\[
\min \quad CAPEX_{\text{total}} + OPEX_{\text{total}}, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \text{Eq. 4, Eq. 17, Eq. 18}
\]

Constraints for this objective function are only reflecting the operational limitations for the heat and electrical networks, since it is assumed that other constraints such as heat source availability or the availability of the proper space for physical HP installation are already handled by assessing predefined locations.

Eq. 34 could be rewritten to include weighting factors:

\[
\min \quad w_{el} \cdot (CAPEX_{el} + OPEX_{el}) + w_{heat} \cdot (CAPEX_{heat} + OPEX_{heat}),
\]

(35)

where \( w_{el} \) and \( w_{heat} \) - weighting factors for electrical and heat utilities, respectively, \( w \in [0, 1] \).

Setting \( w_{el} = 0 \) and \( w_{heat} = 1 \) will correspond to the conventional way of approaching the task of HP installation, when only expenses of DHO are taken into account. When both weighting factors equal to 1, the expenses of both DHO and DSO are considered equally.

VI. Case study description

The case of installing a HP to supply heat demand of an urban district is considered in this paper. The city district of Nordhavn (Fig. 4), located in Copenhagen, Denmark is used as an example.

Three types of heat customers are considered: single houses, apartment blocks and office buildings. All of them are marked on Fig. 4 in bold font and will be referred to with both their
Fig. 4: Nordhavn city district. Electrical network: green and light blue lines - electrical distribution system layout (simplified), red lines - tie-lines between feeders; gray rectangle (8) - main substation, circles - secondary substations 10/0.4 kV. Heat network: the asterisk * - heat customer, purple * - group of single houses, red * - apartment block, blue * - office building; shaded square - possible location of HP

number and asterisk symbol, i.e. 8* or 11*. Single houses are grouped in a small block of 13 buildings, the rest of the district consists of 10 apartment blocks and 4 office multi-storey office buildings. The sizes of these types of buildings are obtained from [14], [26]–[28]. The average size of single house is chosen to be 120 m$^2$, apartment block - 3500 m$^2$ and office building - 2400 m$^2$.

The heat demand of each of the building is similar to the one shown on Fig. 2 and represent the average monthly energy per m$^2$ needed to provide SP and DHW. In order to obtain the forecasted maximum peak demand, peak-to-average ratio $PTA$ is calculated from the heat demand curve on Fig. 5 which is based on a real data provided by DHO "HOFOR" [29] for Copenhagen area with hourly resolution.

5 possible locations have been chosen to install a HP. Location 2 will use groundwater as a heat source, while seawater will be used at locations 1, 3-5 due to the soil property in Nordhavn.

The considered DH operates with 80/45°C supply and return temperatures, respectively. Due to the changes in the temperature of the environment in the spring and summer months, the supply and return temperatures are also vary. This makes the average supply temperature $T_{\text{supply}}$ lower and
### TABLE I: Parameters for the case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 - single house</td>
<td>120 [m²]</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 - apartment block</td>
<td>3500 [m²]</td>
<td>27, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 - office building</td>
<td>2400 [m²]</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1 - single house</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2 - apartment block</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3 - office building</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA</td>
<td>1.33 - 1.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔP_{max}</td>
<td>100 [Pa/m]</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>εp</td>
<td>4200 [J/degK]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>971.8 [kg/m³] for water at 80 °C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{supply}</td>
<td>75 °C</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{return}</td>
<td>47.5 °C</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{surround}</td>
<td>8 °C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h_{heat}</td>
<td>8760 [kJ] from DHO data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP_{seawater,avg}</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP_{groundwater,avg}</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>0.95 lagging</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h_{inst}</td>
<td>8760 [kJ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>20 [year]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{el,price,HS.O,avg,PL}</td>
<td>0.12 [$/kWh]</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{el,price,DS,O,avg,PL}</td>
<td>0.10 [$/kWh]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{heat,inst}</td>
<td>10 [%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{heat,inst}</td>
<td>10 [%]</td>
<td>of C_{cable,HP}+C_{additional}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values of the parameters used in calculations are shown in Table I. The number of heating hours h_{heat} in a year were set to 8760, since due to the DHW the heat demand still exists even during the summer months.

The electrical grid of Nordhavn is a 10 kV medium voltage (MV) distribution grid. It is supplied from the main substation 30/10 kV (8 on Fig. 4) and consists of 4 feeders, connected in two loops. Feeders of each loop are connected to each other via a normally open tie-line. Each feeder has certain number of secondary substations 10/0.4 kV that are used to supply customers. The power demand for these substations is a combination of different types of residential, commercial and light industrial demand based on the data from Nordhavn area. It is modeled as time-series load profiles with 1-hour resolution aggregated on the secondary substation level and is synthesized from the actual annual energy measurements of each customer obtained from electric utility and its historical power demand curve.

The values of the parameters used in calculations are shown in Table I. Three cases are considered: A). distribution network has enough electrical capacity for HP, so that HP can be connected to one of the loops; B). there is not enough electrical capacity to connect HP to one of the loops, so that HP should be connected via dedicated line to the main substation; C). flexibility from HP is used to solve the electrical capacity problem and avoid building a dedicated connection.

### Results

The peak heat demand Q_{heat,peak} for the DH network is 1.6260 MW, with 4872.1 MWh of annual energy E_{heat,year}, that has to be provided for heating purposes.

Based on the values of water flow required to supply individual buildings, 4 types of heat pipes are selected for the DH network with their parameters shown in Table II. The cost of the pipes is estimated from (35). The pipes are chosen, so that they can supply the necessary volume of water for 1, 4, 8 and all buildings respectively.

The optimal DH network design is performed, where both pipe sizes and network length are minimized. The total length L_{pipe} and cost of DH network ∑ C_{pipe,ft} for each of the HP locations are given in Table III. The corresponding yearly heat losses E_{heat,loss,year} and relative losses q_{loss,relative} are shown in Table IV.

### VII. Results

#### A. Case A

If the feeders in the distribution network have enough capacity, the HP can be connected to one of the loops. The additional cost C_{additional} in this case is the cost of an additional transformer that will be placed at one of the already existed substations. Using P_{HP} and calculating apparent power S_{HP}, 630 kVA 10/0.4 kV three-phase transformer was estimated to be enough to connect HP to the electrical network. The cost of the transformer is estimated to be 20000 $. C_{additional} for substations 14, 17 and 21 is equal to zero, since the transformers on these substations have enough spare capacity to connect HP.

#### TABLE II: Nominal pipe sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe nominal size</th>
<th>d_{pipe} [m]</th>
<th>C_{pipe} [$/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DN 50</td>
<td>0.0530</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN 90</td>
<td>0.0960</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN 125</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN 150</td>
<td>0.1540</td>
<td>757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TABLE III: Total length, average pipe diameter and total cost of DH network for different HP locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>L_{pipe} [m]</th>
<th>D_{av} [m]</th>
<th>∑ C_{pipe,ft} [$/]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
<td>364.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1424</td>
<td>0.0969</td>
<td>410.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td>0.0938</td>
<td>427.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>0.0933</td>
<td>359.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td>0.0938</td>
<td>363.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TABLE IV: Yearly and relative heat losses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>E_{heat,loss,year} [MWh]</th>
<th>q_{loss,relative} [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>170.13</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>188.73</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>197.69</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>171.42</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>171.35</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TABLE V: Electrical capacity and cost of HP unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P_{HP} [kW]</th>
<th>P_{HP,rated} [kW]</th>
<th>Heat source</th>
<th>C_{HP} [$/]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>468.3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Seawater</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>494.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>470.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Seawater</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>468.3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Seawater</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>468.3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Seawater</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The power flow analysis using software package for Matlab-MATPOWER [36] is performed for all the potential points of connection (PC) in order to check the constraints of Eq. [17] and [18]. It is assumed that the power demand curve for HP has the same shape as the one on Fig. 5.

The individual CAPEX and OPEX for DSO and DHO are shown in Table VI. From DHO perspective, it is better to install HP in Location 4, while DSO preferred Location 2. $OPEX_{heat}$ dominates the expenses due to the fact, that it includes the cost of total energy bought from DSO, while $OPEX_{el}$ only includes the cost of additional electrical losses caused in the system by the connection of HP.

The total combined cost of both utilities together are summarized in Table IX and shown that when the interests of both parties are taken into account, the optimal HP location shifts to Location 1.

### B. Case B

If the distribution feeders do not have enough electrical capacity to accommodate the connection of HP, they have to be reinforced, i.e. changed to the ones with higher capacity. Since the total cables length and the amount of engineering work could be quite significant, an alternative - to supply HP through a dedicated line from the main substation could be preferred. This will increase the total cost for the DSO as compared to Case A as can be seen from Table VII.

Since now the HP is electrically closer to the source of electrical power, the electrical losses are lower than in Case A. Similar to the previous case, the optimal location is shifted from the one preferred by DHO alone as follows from the total costs in Table IX.

### C. Case C

In some cases, the flexibility services from HP such as peak reduction or load shifting can be used to connect it to the distribution feeders without the need for reinforcement. It is dependant on the amount of power that has to be reduced from the HP side and the duration of the reduction.

In the current example, the calculations were made in order to reduce the peak electrical power of HP by 10%, which will allow to connect the HP to one of the feeders. If the HP power demand throughout the year is following the same shape as a curve on Fig. 5 flexibility services from HP should only be called 9 hours per year, making 3 periods of 3,4 and 2 hours in duration, respectively. The first two periods occur around morning peak hours from 06:00 to 09:00 [37] and the last one is in the off-peak period. The price for providing flexibility is assumed to be 10 $/kWh for the morning peak period and 7 $/kWh plus additional 100 $ as $C_{frequency}$.

CAPEX and OPEX for Case C are given in Table VIII. The combined cost are shown in Table IX.

Use of flexibility services allows to connect HP to the one of the already existing substation, which is located close to the HP installation site, thus significantly lowering $CAPEX_{el}$ as opposed to Case B. From the other hand, $OPEX_{el}$ will increase, because of the price for flexibility services.

### VIII. Conclusions

The methodology for integrated planning for a large HP in the heat and electrical networks is presented in this paper. It was shown that by considering the interests of both stakeholders (DSO and DHO), the optimal installation location for HP is shifted from the one that would be preferred by DHO alone. The new location will provide a higher societal benefit - the reduced total cost and allows to better utilize the synergy between heat and power sectors via flexibility services. The optimal HP location is highly dependent on the costs associated with each stakeholder, the availability of the heat sources and spare capacity of the electrical network and has to be analysed on a case-by-case basis.
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